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MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER
SLOTTED ANGLE STORAGE RACKS

HEAVY PALLET DUTY RACKS

MEZZANINE FLOOR / LOFT

COMPACTOR / MOBILE RACKS

2/3 TIER STORAGE STRUCTURE

INDUSTRIAL LOCKERS

ABOUT US
We would like to introduce ourselves as leading manufacturers for a wide range of Office,
Filing Systems, Modern Steel Slotted Angle Structures, Palletized Structure & Mezzanine Floor.
The Company was established in the year 1998 by Mr V.K. Dubey. we have developed
excellent business relations in Banks, Educational Institutes, Hospitals and Commercial establishments,
large and small scale Industries, Public and Private sectors & Shops And the list is ever growing each
and every activity revolves around the customer - whether it is designing products, giving value for
money or providing excellent sales/services, every time.
We understand that you also require the same storage systems introduced by us, for
meeting the storage needs at your stores and offices. The unmatched quality and the durability of
Pushpa Storage Systems will always be an asset to your company. We request you to kindly update
our name in your database and forward all your valued enquiries to us whenever the need arises.

www.pushpastoragesystems.com

SLOTTED ANGLE RACKS
Pushpa's Slotted Angle Racks designed from the Vertical Angles & Horizontal Shelves
along with the accessories made from the prime quality steel to tackle today’s modern storage systems.
The designed Slotted Angle Racks are flexible in nature and can be adjusted in any form.
The Racks are designed with three side open, three sides closed, along with the centre partitions.
FEATURES:

Pigeon Hole Rack

3 Side Closed Rack

Open Type Rack

Comprises of 4 vertical slotted angle and shelves affixed with Nuts & Bolts.
Used for storage purpose in offices, factories, godowns etc.
Shelves can be easily adjusted according to the means of storage.
Available in all required sizes.
Can bear the U.D.L. load capacity ranging from 30Kgs. to 500Kgs per loading level.
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HEAVY DUTY PALLET RACKS
Pushpa's Heavy Duty Pallet stacking racks designed from the prime quality steel in various
intricate forms for their usage in storage systems. These racks are designed by the verticals and the
horizontal sections only, to with stand the pallets accommodating the loads from 500Kgs.- 3000Kgs. Per
loading levels. The racks are designed in various sizes, depending upon the space requirement.
FEATURES:
Comprises of two frameworks one vertical and other horizontal.
Used for storing Raw materials and Finished goods at the stores and Godowns.
Available in all required sizes.
Can bear the U.D.L. load capacity of 0.5Tons - 3 Tons per loading levels.
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MEZZANINE FLOOR / LOFT
We offer installation of mezzanine floor, which is the smart way to make use of twice or
thrice the size of actual space. Versatile in nature, this can be altered anytime and without any material
loss. The mezzanine floor is also cost effective, as it costs much less than the construction of a building
& land.
Mezzanine floor is most widely used in all types of industries to optimize the storage capacity for
warehouse or offices. Our system can be installed in virtually any space from floor to ceiling. Our team of
mezzanine floorspecialists work in close co-ordination with clients at all stages of projects, providing detail
design, construction, supply, installation and commissioning to meet their exact requirement.
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2/3 TIER STORAGE RACKING SYSTEMS
This system provides you the systematic way of storage of the valued products of yours.
This storage systems is designed for the optimum use of space upto the ceiling. This system provides
you with 200% higher space available.These racks are designed with Higher heights provided with the
passages at the ground and the walkways at the height of 6' to 8' from the ground, along with the
staircase for operation.
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COMPACTOR RACK / MOBILE RACK
Pushpa's Compactor / Mobile racking Systems are unique and innovative method to increase the Floor
Space storage area by eliminating all un-wanted aisles, which are otherwise required between every rows
of conventional racking system. The entire unit moves on rails fixed onto the floor level and it's 100%
indigenously built state of the art manual driven Sprocket Chain drive mechanism ensures smooth
movement of these units in clockwise or anti-clockwise directions, thus creating the aisle space only for
the particular unit to be currently used for storage & retrieval. The compactors forms to be an entirely
closed units when brought together, ensuring dust free and extra hygienic storage conditions, which are
mandatory for Pharmacy Industries, Electronic Assembly line etc., as per GMP / FDA / MCA / ISO
standards.
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OTHER PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIAL LOCKERS

SUPER MARKET RACK

CUPBOARD

PEDESTAL DRAWER

BOOKCASE

Cladding Sheet

TROLLEY
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FEW OF OUR ESTEEMED CLIENTS
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